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Abstract
A new conflict started with the end of British colonialism in the Asia-continent. As a result the
peace word was omitted from this area. This conflict is the confluence of two neighboring
countries, which are known as the India and Pakistan. Michael Brasher has written rightly that
“India and Pakistan always live in undeclared war situations”. Of the many problems which
India and Pakistan have confronted since 1947, the most destructive has been their unsatisfactory
relationship with each other. India and Pakistan’s tension began with the 1948 war.
Unfortunately this series continues i.e. 1965 war, 1971 war, 1999 Kargil war, 13 December 2001
Parliament attack and September 18, 2016 Uri attack (Local headquarters of Indian Army located
near LOC in Uri sector of Jammu and Kashmir). After 10 days of this attack, on September 28,
2016, midnight at 12:30 AM, 7 terrorist camps were attacked and destroyed by Indian Army. The
Indian Army has crossed the Line of Control for the first time and destroyed the terrorist bases
located in Pak occupied Kashmir. The operation was given the name “Surgical Strike” by the
Indian government. “India - Pakistan Relations after the surgical Strike by India” is an attempt to
paint how India can increase its stature in Asia continent, how India can make SAARC more
relevant, to analyze the real situation between India –Pakistan and to find what is the current
status of relations at all aspects like Political, Economic, Strategic, Religious and Social after the
Surgical Strike by India?
Introduction
India and Pakistan are the two large countries of South Asia. Since their independence in 1947,
India and Pakistan were birthed out of a bloody partition that encouraged each to define itself in
opposition to the other. It is cliché that a nation can choose its friends but cannot choose its
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neighbors. India and Pakistan are neighbors with complex problems with each other; that cannot
be simply washed away or be forcefully settled down. The Past, Theory and geographical politics
remained stable markers in the dealings among India and Pakistan. Several decades of armed
conflict, bilateral talks and gradually rising trust deficit have become distinctive features of
mutual Indo-Pakistani relations. India and Pakistan’s tension began with the 1948 war.
Unfortunately this series continues i.e. 1965 war, 1971 war, 1999 Kargil war, 13 December 2001
Parliament attack and September 18, 2016 Uri attack (Local headquarters of Indian Army located
near LOC in Uri sector of Jammu and Kashmir). For India, Kashmir is an integral part of its
union, while for Pakistan, Kashmir is a disputed land.

India has an allocation of Rs 2,74,114 Crores on its 2017-18 defense budget and Pakistan has
allocation of Approx. Rs 92,000 Crores on its 2017-18 defense budget. Lots of money is being
allocated by both countries for defense purpose but if this money is invested in development
work, the picture of both countries would have different.
Uri attack
Uri assault was a terrorist attack in which 17 army men were killed and 19 were badly injured.
This is the biggest attack on Indian army base in nearly 20 years. This attack has put too much
pressure on the Indian government to answer. After 10 days of this attack, on September 28,
2016, midnight at 12:30 AM, 7 terrorist camps were attacked and destroyed by Indian Army. The
Indian Army has crossed the Line of Control for the first time and destroyed the terrorist bases
located in Pak occupied Kashmir. The operation was given the name “Surgical Strike” by the
Indian government. This has increased the stature of India in the world politics. Pakistan has
officially denied for the surgical strikes. After this attack, India refused to participate in the
nineteenth SAARC Conference which was scheduled on 9 – 10 November, 2016 at Isalamabad
(Pakistan). Bangladesh, Afghanistan and Bhutan also supported India and refused to participate
in the nineteenth SAARC conference.
Diplomatic isolation of Pakistan in SAARC
After the Uri attack, India refused to participate in the nineteenth SAARC Conference which was
scheduled on 9–10 November, 2016 at Isalamabad (Pakistan). Bangladesh, Afghanistan and
Bhutan also supported India and refused to participate in the nineteenth SAARC conference.
This was an enhanced victory of Indian foreign policy at diplomatic level. Now it is important
that how India can increase its stature in Asia continent, how India can make SAARC more
relevant. For the time being India has succeeded to diplomatic isolation of Pakistan in SAARC.
The Kashmir Dispute
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The Kashmir problem is left over by history. The Kashmir Issue between India and Pakistan is there since
its accession to India on 26th Oct1947. Kashmir is the most significant dispute between the two south
Asian rivals. Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru portrayed the strategic importance of Kashmir thus:
“Kashmir Northern frontier … runs in common with those of three countries’
Afghanistan, the USSR and China. Security of Kashmir…is vital to security of India,
especially since part of Southern boundary of Kashmir and India is common”.
Kashmir clash cannot be settled by Pakistan with India through straight communication as the regional
balance of power clearly tilts towards India and with no counterbalancing the predominance of India,
Pakistan would drop Kashmir.
70 years have passed but the problem is still unresolved. On bilateral level, flexibility from both
sides (India and Pakistan) is required for the solution. Both countries have a long history of mistrust and
blame game. According to media report total 184 Incidents took place in Jammu & Kashmir in which
total 54 civilians, 77 Security force person and 205 terrorists died in the current year. The issue of
Kashmir wherein India is portrayed as an aggressor by Pakistan is cited as one of the main cause of
terrorist attacks. Their objective relating to India is to liberate the Muslims of not only Kashmir but also
destroy the secular fabric of India.

Future of Indo-Pak Relationship
Indo-Pak relationship has been plagued by hostility and suspicion. Both India and Pakistan hold different
views regarding their conflict. The indo-Pakistan conflict has also hampered the development of
economic and trade cooperation between them. The Indian endeavour to represent Pakistan as “statesponsoring-terrorism” and Pakistan's propose to internationalize the Kashmir matter are reminiscent of
the 90s period when the two enemy were busy in a tit-for-tat clash at every provincial and international
forum.
A sustained dialogue process is necessary for strong bilateral ties between the two neighboring countries
and robust confidence building mechanisms to attain the objectives of trade, sporting, and cultural
interactions. Building trust through sustained engagement and concluding agreements on economic
cooperation can provide a more favorable context to address grievances on both sides. India should look
at exploiting tactical options and protesting diplomatically for riposte against Pakistan to create strong
disincentives for its hostile actions.
More serious dialogue is needed between the National Security Advisors of both the countries. Uri is a
reminder that India needs a long-term strategic policy on Pakistan.

CROSS BORDER TERRORISM
Terrorism in India can be attributed to India's many low intensity conflicts within its borders. Terrorism
due to radical Islam can be traced from the 1990. The regions with long term terrorist and extremist
activities today are in Jammu and Kashmir, The terrorist activities have increased significantly after 1980,
following the involvement and direct encouragement of Pakistan government under the cover of its
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intelligence agency ISI and Islamic militant groups armed, trained and financed by Pakistan in the plea of
supporting 'freedom movement. More recently these groups have been getting active support from Islamic
fundamentalist groups from the neighboring Bangladesh too.
The terrorists have spread their network to other parts of the country. Major terrorist attacks in India like
the 1993 Mumbai blasts, the 1998, Coimbatoore bomb blast, the Akshardam temple attack, the Hijack of
Air India Flight IC-182, the attack on Indian parliament in 2001, the terrorist attack on the American
culture centre in Kolkata in 2002, the Indian Institute of science shooting in 2005, the bomb blast in Delhi
on the eve of Diwali festival in 2005, the Varanasi bombings of 2006 and the recent attack on financial
capital of the country on 11 July 2006 in which bombs were planted in seven trains in Mumbai killing
more than 200 people and injuring more than 700 people and Malegaon blasts show that terrorists have
acquired an all India reach and they are no longer confined to the valley. These terrorist attacks
encompass a wider strategic objective of weakening India by targeting its stupendous economic growth
and advancement in science and technology and creating communal disturbance by attacking temples.
Terrorism in India has emerged as a hydra headed monster; operating trans-nationally dealing with
organized drug cartels operating worldwide controlling Hawala Operations, having nexus with
international mafias like Dawood Ibrahim and that of Albania and having a huge resource of gathering
arms through large scale smuggling.
India had been raising voice against Pakistan's role in abetting terrorists and Separatists activities in India
since 1990's in many international forums. Till 1995, the views carried out by the international
community in fact they were not ready to accept that acts of violence in J&K were basically terrorism. It
was only after the kidnapping of some western tourists in Kashmir by Harkat-Ul-Ansar (HUA)
(subsequently renamed as Harkat-Ul-Mujahideen) under the name of Al Faran in 1995, which led to a
change in attitude of the international Community. Most of the terrorist organization in India is based in
Kashmir and an. backed by Pakistan and other rogue states .Peaceful and friendly relations between

India and Pakistan requires an environment free from violence and terrorism. Pakistan has shown
the capacity to destabilize Kashmir and foment terror across India. But it has not been able to
change the territorial status quo in Kashmir. For India, security is the top issue. It has refused to
resume a series of talks known as the composite dialogue until Pakistan takes more action
against Pakistan based militant groups.
China–Pakistan relations
China-Pak nexus began in 1950. The associations between Pakistan and China have been
described by Pakistan's diplomat to China as “higher than the mountains, deeper than the oceans,
stronger than steel, dearer than eyesight, sweeter than honey, and so on”. Since the 1962 SinoIndian War, Pakistan has supported China on most issues of importance to the latter, especially
those related to the question of China's sovereignty like Taiwan, Xinjiang, and Tibet and other
sensitive issues such as human rights. Maintaining close relations with China is a central part
of Pakistan's foreign policy. In addition, Pakistan was one of only two countries, alongside Cuba,
to offer crucial support for the PRC in after the Tiananmen protests of 1989. Pakistan has
associated with China in wide military and economic projects, considering China as a
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counterbalance to India and the United States. Pakistan has served as China's main bridge
between Muslim countries. As per Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, Pakistan is
China's major arms buyer, counting for Apprx. 47% of Chinese arms exports. China has
supported Pakistan's disagreement to the Soviet Union's interference in Afghanistan and is
alleged by Pakistan as a provincial counterweight to NATO and the United States. The China
has provided economic, military and technical assistance to Pakistan and each considers the other
a close strategic ally. Bilateral relationships have evolved from a preliminary Chinese strategy of
neutrality to a partnership with a minor but militarily dominant Pakistan. Diplomatic dealings
were known in the year 1950, military support started in the year 1966, a tactical association was
shaped in the year 1972 and economic co-operation started in the year1979. China has become
Pakistan’s major provider of arms and its third-largest business partner. China supports
Pakistan's attitude on Kashmir while Pakistan supports China on the issues of Xinjiang, Tibet,
and Taiwan. Military collaboration has deepened with shared projects producing weapons
ranging from fighter jets to guided missile frigates. Recently, both countries have firm to lend a
hand in improving Pakistan's civil nuclear power sector. Andrew Small, an ex- journalist who is
now a fellow at the German Marshall Fund in the United States, says that China would like India
and Pakistan to have a relationship of “managed mistrust”, a version of China’s own relationship
with India.
AFGHANISTAN
Afghanistan has become a major source of friction, although Indian and Pakistani differences
over Pakistan’s western neighbor have not been a part of their official talks. The two countries
have long competed for influence there and Pakistan is deeply suspicious of a rise in India’s
presence after the fall of the Islamabad-backed Taliban government in 2001. It accuses India of
using Afghanistan as a foundation to create troubles inside Pakistan, with helping separatists in
its Balochistan territory. India opposes the accusations, saying its focal point is on development.
The withdrawal of US forces from Afghanistan and the prospects for renewed civil war in the
nation make it difficult to sustain India’s expansive economic engagement with Kabul. At the
same time, Pakistan’s growing weight in Afghan affairs and China’s improving role are also
likely to limit Delhi’s security cooperation with Kabul. The resurgence of the Taliban in
Afghanistan and growing strength of the extremist forces in Pakistan would suggest the northwestern marches of the subcontinent will remain India’s greatest vulnerability.
CONCLUSION
The relationship between India and Pakistan has never been happier but now sour and distances have
increased. Despite the completion of 70 years of independence, the Indo-Pak relations are unchanged.
Treaties were made for the common benefit of India and Pakistan but Pakistan is always supporting terror
and creating situation abnormal in Kashmir through many ways. Uri attack and the suspension of the
SAARC Summit again bring the Indo-Pak relations forward to the world in the discussion. Kashmir
problem and terrorism is still the reason for the differences between the two countries. In august 2017
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United States of America has called Pakistan-located Hizbul Mujahideen (HM) as a Foreign Terrorist
Organization and a Specially Designated Global Terrorist group and its head Syed Salahuddin called
Global Terrorist. It is Big Win for India.
These conditions have put question mark on the United Nations also. The re-interpretation of
relations between the two countries is necessary so that permanent solution of peace can come out as
India still wants peace despite past deceit. Now it is time for India to re-examine those treaties which
were made for India and Pakistan. An irresponsible nuclear power is at our border which is indirectly
backed by china and USA. How we can then establish peace in our relation with Pakistan?
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